Adapting the speed of a processor is an effective method to reduce energy consumption. This paper studies the optimal way to scale speed to balance response time and energy consumption under processor sharing scheduling. It is shown that using a static rate while the system is busy provides nearly optimal performance, but having a wider range of available speeds increases robustness to different traffic loads. In particular, the dynamic speed scaling optimal for Poisson arrivals is also constant-competitive in the worst case. The scheme that equates power consumption with queue occupancy is shown to be 10-competitive when power is cubic in speed.
Introduction
Power management is increasingly important in computer systems. Not only is the energy consumption of the computing technology becoming a significant fraction of the energy consumption of developed countries [4] , but cooling is also becoming a major concern. Consequently, there is an important tradeoff in modern system design between reducing energy use and maintaining good performance.
There is an extensive literature on power management, reviewed in [27, 28, 40] . A common technique, which is the focus of the current paper, is dynamic speed scaling [7, 23, 45, 47] . This dynamically reduces the processing speed at times of low workload, since processing more slowly often uses less energy per operation. This is now common in many chip designs [24, 26] as well as in other domains such as wireless and wired communication links [22, 39] , and therefore a thorough understanding of its benefits and limitations is required.
Related work. There are many previous analytic studies of speed scaling designs. Beginning with Yao et al. [44] , the focus has been on either (i) minimizing the total energy used in order to complete arriving jobs by their deadlines, e.g., [34, 35, 44] , or (ii) minimizing the average response time of jobs, i.e., the time between their arrival and their completion of service, given a set energy/heat budget, e.g., [11, 36, 46] .
Many settings have neither job completion deadlines nor fixed energy budgets. In these cases, the goal is to optimize a tradeoff between energy consumption and mean response time. This model is the focus of the current paper. In particular, the performance metric considered is E[T ] + E[E]/β , where T is the response time of a job, E is the energy expended on that job, and β controls the relative cost of delay. This metric is a practical choice when both delay and energy incur a financial cost.
This performance metric has attracted attention recently, e.g., [1, 6, 8, 20] . The related analytic work falls into two categories: worst-case analyses and stochastic analyses. The former tend to provide (i) specific, simple speed scaling designs guaranteed to be within a constant factor of the optimal performance regardless of the workload, e.g., [1, 6, 8] , or (ii) fundamental limits of the worst-case performance of optimal speed scaling algorithms, typically coupled with optimal schedulers such as shortest remaining processing time first (SRPT) [1, 2, 8, 6] . However, SRPT can often not be implemented because it requires knowledge of the size of a job before the job completes. In contrast, stochastic results have focused on service rate control in the M/M/1 model under First Come First Served (FCFS) scheduling, which can be solved numerically using dynamic programming [10, 16, 20, 41] . One such approach [20] is reviewed in Section 3.3. Unfortunately, the structural insight obtained from stochastic models has been limited.
Contributions of this paper. The current paper builds on the analytic results described above in two key ways. Firstly, it studies speed scaling designs coupled with a practical scheduler, processor sharing (PS), which serves all jobs currently in the system at equal rates. PS is a tractable model for schedulers currently used in operating systems and many other applications. Secondly, it studies both the worst case performance and the expected performance in a stochastic setting, and provides results that bridge the two models. More specifically, our work combines the stochastic and worst case approaches by studying the structure of an optimal speed scaler for an M/GI/1 PS queue and comparing it with the speed scalers with good worst-case performance under PS. This yields three main contributions, as follows.
We provide upper and lower bounds on the optimal performance of an M/GI/1 PS system with variable speeds, and upper and lower bounds on the optimal speeds. Surprisingly, these bounds show that, when the arrival process is Poisson of a known rate, dynamic speed scaling improves performance only marginally compared to a simple scheme where the server uses a static speed when busy and speed 0 when idle -at most a factor of 2 for typical parameters and often less (see Section 3.5). Counter-intuitively, these bounds also show that the power-optimized response time remains bounded as the load grows.
We use these bounds to prove that this optimal speed scaler has a finite competitive ratio in the worst case, when the workload need not be Poisson. That is, the performance is within a constant factor of the optimal performance achievable by an off-line algorithm. This demonstrates that the main benefit of dynamic speed scaling is improved robustness.
We provide a tighter upper bound on the best competitive ratio achievable by a non-clairvoyant scheduler, showing in Section 4.2.3 that a competitive ratio of 10 is achievable for typical parameters. We also provide the first competitive analysis of a non-clairvoyant system with unbounded speed in which the scheduler does not require knowledge of the power function and can thus be decoupled from the speed scaling mechanism.
This remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The analytic model is introduced in Section 2. Section 3 introduces both static and dynamic speed scaling schemes, and additionally derives the optimal speeds in each framework. Next, upper and lower bounds on the optimal dynamic scaling are provided in Section 3.4. They show that the optimal dynamic speed scaling does not provide significantly improved performance compared to the optimal static speed. However, in Section 3.5 we use numerical examples illustrate the tightness of the bounds we prove and contrast the performance of static and dynamic speed scaling schemes. Then, Section 4 demonstrate that dynamic scaling provides significantly improved robustness to workload mis-estimation and bursty traffic. In particular, Section 4 considers the worst-case performance, when the assumption of a stochastic (Poisson) workload is relaxed. Finally, we conclude in Section 5.
Model, notation and discussion of assumptions
Let us now introduce the model of the server studied in this paper. The workload models will be different for the stochastic and worst-case analyses, and so will be discussed in their respective sections. We consider a variable speed processor sharing system. When there are n ≥ 0 jobs in the system, the processor runs at speed s n , and if n > 0 then each job is served at rate s n /n. The only context in which the speed is allowed to vary for a given n is the adversarial strategy used in the competitive analysis of Section 4.2.
The performance metric we consider is E[T ] + E[E]/β , where T is the response time of a job and E is the energy expended on a job. In the stochastic setting, E[·] denotes the ensemble average of the stationary distribution, and in the worst-case setting it denotes the average over a specific (finite) instance. In the stochastic context, it is often convenient to work with the expected cost per unit time, instead of per job. By Little's law, this can be written as
where N is the number of jobs in the system and P(s) denotes the power used when running at speed s. Next, consider the form of P(s). Prior literature, with the notable exception of [6] , has typically assumed that P is convex, and often, that P is a monomial, specifically a cubic. That is because the dynamic power of CMOS is proportional to V 2 f , where V is the supply voltage and f is the clock frequency [28] . Operating at a higher frequency requires dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) to a higher voltage, nominally with V ∝ f , yielding a cubic relationship.
To validate the polynomial form of P, we consider data from real 90 nm chips in Fig. 1 . The voltage versus speed data comes from the Intel PXA [25] , Pentium M 770 processor [38] , and the TCP offload engine studied in [33] (specifically the NBB trace at 75
• C in Fig 8.4 .5). Interestingly, the dynamic power use of real chips has the form s α , but α is much less than 3. In fact, it is closer to quadratic, indicating that the voltage is scaled down sub-linearly with frequency. The reason for this is that physics of the transistors places lower bounds on the voltage, even when the frequency is reduced; see [14] for a discussion of challenges imposed by operating at very low voltages.
We model the power used by running at speed s by
where α > 1 and β takes the role of β , but has dimension (time) −α . The average cost per unit time then becomes
where s N is the (random) speed. We often focus on the case of α = 2 to provide intuition. Note that if a constant were added so that P(0) > 0 then the competitive ratios would be reduced. However, in this case it is better to model a case in which servers can "sleep" and incur a cost for switching between sleeping and active modes; see [30] and references therein. That broad field is beyond the scope of this paper. Since this model is a PS queue with a service rate that increases with the occupancy, it can be viewed as either a multiserver or single server system with variable speed, depending on the form of P(s). A single server running at speed s n will consume a different amount of power from n servers running at speed s n /n. The model here corresponds to a single server. Systems with multiple servers have additional complications; see [21] for related analysis in that more difficult case.
Though we focus in this paper on dynamic power (power due to switching of states within the processor or transmission power in a wireless system), note that for CMOS chips, an increasing fraction of power is due to leakage, which is largely independent of processing speed. It represents 20-30% of the power use of current and near-future chips [28] . However, analytic models for leakage are much less understood, and so including leakage in our analysis is beyond the scope of this paper.
Note that very different tradeoffs arise with other technologies. For example, transmission over wireless "additive white Gaussian noise" channel requires an exponential increase in power as speed increases, while interference-limited communication channels require unbounded power even to approach a finite maximum capacity. Such applications are again beyond the scope of this paper.
When provisioning processing speed in a power-aware manner, there are three natural thresholds in the capability of the server.
(i) Static provisioning: The server uses a constant static speed, which is determined based on workload characteristics so as to balance energy use and response time.
(ii) Gated static provisioning: The server "gates" its clock (setting s = 0) if no jobs are present, and if jobs are present it works at a constant rate chosen to balance energy use and response time.
(iii) Dynamic speed scaling: The server adapts its speed to the current number of requests present in the system. Mathematically this includes the previous two approaches as special cases.
In addition to the overall polynomial shape of the power curve, this model makes three assumptions which at first sight may seem restrictive: (i) speed can vary continuously, (ii) the range of speeds is infinite, and (iii) the speed is allowed to depend only on the number of jobs in the system, regardless of the amount of work. These will be discussed in turn.
The assumption that speeds are continuously variable over-estimates the performance benefit obtainable from dynamic scaling. Removing this assumption would strengthen the conclusion that allowing dynamic speeds provides little benefit over a static speed optimally chosen (from a continuous set). Moreover, the optimal scheme only requires discrete speeds, one for each occupancy, and so if β is known in advance then the system need not be designed with continuously variable speeds. Allowing continuously variable speeds over-estimates the robustness results, but numerical results in the context of a fixed maximum speed [18] demonstrate that even having a small number of speeds available can significantly improve robustness.
A model which allows unbounded speeds suggests that dynamic scaling is robust to arbitrary workloads, whereas a static speed would result in instability for high loads. In practice there is a limit on the maximum speed achievable, which limits the set of workloads that can be stable. However, even in that context, dynamic speed selection improves robustness over all stable workloads.
The constraint that the speed depend only on the number of jobs in the system is a natural consequence of the choice of metric. For other metrics, such as average energy plus fractional flow time [8] , the optimal speeds may depend instead on the remaining work. To illustrate why little is lost in our context by forcing the speed to depend only on the number of jobs, consider the following two examples. In the first, the workload consists of a single batch of n jobs of sizes (x i ) n i=1 arriving at time 0. For arbitrary differentiable power functions P and objective z of (1), Jensen's inequality implies that it is optimal to serve the jobs at a constant rate s i (x) between departure instants. The cost is
Hence it is optimal to run at the speed s n which satisfies
whenever there are n jobs in the system independent of the job sizes x; this optimality does not assume a priori that the speed depends only on n. The second example is to assume that for a fixed occupancy n, the speed s instead increases without bound for large remaining work. Such a scheme cannot have a constant worst-case competitive ratio. In particular, the cost per unit work of processing a single large job would be unbounded, whereas the optimal solution is given by (4), and results in bounded cost per unit work. This suggests that choosing speed to depend only on n is reasonable, and we are now ready to investigate performance using this model.
Stochastic optimality
The user experience of a computer system is arguably dominated by the average-case performance. For each level of server flexibility, we first study the speed scaling design which gives the best average case performance. We focus on a simple model: an M/GI/1 PS queue with controllable service rates, dependent on the queue length. In this model, jobs arrive to the server as a Poisson process with rate λ, have intrinsic sizes with mean 1/µ, and depart at rate s n µ when there are n jobs in the system. Under static schemes, the (constant) service rate is denoted by s. Define the "load" as Λ = λ/µ. and recall that the service rate is sµ, so that this Λ is not the fraction of time the server is busy.
The impact of the workload parameters Λ, β, and α can often be captured using one simple parameter γ = Λ/β 1/α , which is a dimensionless measure. Thus, we state our results in terms of γ to simplify their form. Also, it will often be convenient to use the dimensionless unit of speed s/β 1/α . First, we derive expressions for the optimal static speeds in cases (i) and (ii). For the dynamic case (iii), we describe a numerical approach for calculating the optimal speeds which is due to George and Harrison [20] . Though this numerical approach is efficient, it provides little structural insight into the structure of the dynamic speeds or the overall performance. Our contribution is to provide such insight, by deriving bounds on the optimal speeds and the resulting performance, and then describing approximations for those quantities. The results in this section are refinements of those in [42] .
The optimal static speed
The simplest system to manage power is one which selects an optimal speed, and then always runs the processor at that speed. This case, which we call pure static, is the least power-aware scenario we consider, and will be used simply as a benchmark for comparison.
Even when the speed is static, the optimal design can be "power-aware" since the optimal speed can be chosen so that it trades off the cost of response time and energy appropriately. In particular, we can write the cost per unit time (3) as
Then, differentiating and solving for the minimizer gives that the optimum s occurs when s > Λ and s α−1 (s − Λ) 2 = βΛ/α.
The optimal static speed for a gated system
The next simplest system is when the processor is allowed two states: halted or processing. We model this situation with a server that runs at a constant rate except when there are no jobs in the system, at which point it sets s = 0, using zero dynamic power.
To determine the optimal static speed, we proceed as we did in the previous section. If the server can gate its clock, the energy cost is only incurred during the fraction of time the server is busy, Λ/s. The cost per unit time (3) then becomes
The optimum occurs when s > Λ and
which is solved when
The optimal speed can be solved for explicitly for some α. For example, when α = 2,
That is, σ is the unique root of (α − 1)σ
This exists and is unique since the left hand side increases monotonically from 0 at σ = γ to ∞ at σ = ∞. With this notation, the optimal static speed for a server which gates its clock is s gs = β 1/α G(γ; α). We call this policy the "gated static" policy, and denote the corresponding cost z gs .
The following lemma bounds G. The proof is deferred to Appendix A.
and the inequalities are reversed for α ≥ 2.
Note that the first inequality becomes tight for γ α 1 and the second becomes tight for γ α 1. Further, when α = 2 both become equalities, giving G(γ; 2) = γ + 1.
Optimal dynamic speed scaling
A popular alternative to static power management is to allow the speed to adjust dynamically to the number of requests in the system. The task of designing an optimal dynamic speed scaling scheme in our model can be viewed as a stochastic control problem.
We start with the following observation, which simplifies the problem dramatically. An M/GI/1 PS system is wellknown to be insensitive to the job size distribution. This still holds when the service rate is queue-length dependent since the policy still falls into the class of symmetric policies introduced by Kelly [29] . As a result, the mean response time and entire queue length distribution are affected by the service distribution through only its mean. Thus, we can consider an M/M/1 PS system. Further, the mean response time and entire queue length distribution are equivalent under all non-size-based service distributions in the M/M/1 queue [29] . Thus, to determine the optimal dynamic speed scaling scheme for an M/GI/1 PS queue we need only consider an M/M/1 FCFS queue.
The "service rate control" problem in the M/M/1 FCFS queue has been studied extensively [3, 20, 31] . In particular, George and Harrison [20] provide an elegant solution to the problem of selecting the state-dependent processing speeds to minimize a weighted sum of an arbitrary "holding" cost with a "processing speed" cost. Specifically, the optimal state-dependent processing speeds can be framed as the solution to a stochastic dynamic program, to which [20] provides an efficient numerical solution. In the remainder of this section, we provide an overview of this numerical approach. The core of this approach forms the basis of our derivation of bounds on the optimal speeds in Section 3.4.
We now describe the fixed point of [20] specialized to the case considered in this paper, where the holding cost in state n is simply n. This description is generalized to allow arbitrary arrival rates, λ. Let z * be the minimal cost per unit time, including both the occupancy cost and the energy cost. As in [20, 31, 43] , the minimum expected excess cost (above the mean z * per unit time) of returning from state n to the empty system is given by the dynamic program whose relative value function is
where A is the set of available speeds. We usually assume A = [0, ∞). With the substitution u n = λ(v n − v n−1 ), this can be written as [20, 43] 
As in [20] , two additional functions are defined. First,
is a scaled form of the convex conjugate of P. Second, the minimum value of x (i.e., speed) which achieves this supremum is
Note that under (2),
.
More generally, φ and ψ both satisfy the technical conditions of being finite whenever P is convex with unbounded subgradient, and non-zero for u 0 whenever P (0) = 0.
As shown in [20] , the u n satisfy
The optimal value z * can be found as the minimum value such that (u n ) ∞ n=1 is an increasing sequence [20] . This allows z * to be found by an efficient binary search, after which u n can in principle be found recursively. Note that z * > 0 since φ(0) = 0 and u 2 ≥ u 1 , and z * is finite provided P(s) is finite for all s, whence u n is finite and non-zero for all n by induction.
The optimal speed in state n is then given by
This form highlights the fact that, under (2) when P(s) ∝ s α , the appropriate scaling of the workload information is γ = Λ/β 1/α , because the cost z, normalized speed sβ −1/α and variables u n depend on λ, µ and β only through γ. As an aside, note that this "forward" recursive approach advocated in [20] is numerically unstable (Appendix B). We suggest that a more stable way to calculate u n is to start with a guess for large n, and work backwards. Errors in the initial guess decay exponentially as n decreases, and are much smaller than the accumulated roundoff errors of the forward approach. This backward approach is made possible by the bounds we derive in the following sections.
Bounds on stochastically optimal scaling
So far, we have presented the optimal designs for the cases of static, gated static and dynamic speed scaling. In the first two cases, the optimal speeds were more-or-less explicit, however in the third case only a recursive numerical algorithm for determining the optimal dynamic speed scaling is available. Although this provides an efficient means to calculate s * n , it is difficult to gain insight into system design. In this section, we provide results exhibiting the structure of the optimal dynamic speeds and the performance they achieve.
The main results of this section are summarized in Table 1 . The bounds on z * for arbitrary α are essentially tight (i.e., agree to leading order) in the limits of small or large γ. Because the upper bound in (14) is fairly obscure, the result for α = 2 is also provided in (16) . Similarly, the upper bound on speed in (15) is only an asymptotic upper bound, and so an explicit bound is given in (17) for α = 2. Although the bounds in (15) are only asymptotic, they illustrate a connection between the optimal stochastic policy and policies analyzed in the worst-case model. In particular, Bansal, Pruhs and Stein [8] showed that, when nothing is known about future arrivals, a policy that gives speeds of the form s n = n 1/α is constant-competitive, i.e., in the worst case the total cost is within a constant of optimal. In [2] , this was shown to have competitive ratio exactly 2, which is the best bound that is achievable in general. This matches the bounds for α = 2 up to leading order for large n.
Bounds on cost
We start the analysis by providing bounds on z * in this subsection, and then using the bounds on z * to bound s * n above and below (Sections 3.4.2 and 3.4.3).
Theorem 2. For convex, strictly increasing P : R → R with P(0) = 0, the optimal cost per unit time for a G/G/1 queue satisfies For any α,
Theorem 2 (14)
Corollaries 9 and 5
For α = 2 and n < 2γ, s * n / √ β ≥ √ n; a further lower bound on s * n results from linear interpolation between max(γ/2, 1) at n = 1 and γ at n = 2γ, or more precisely, γ + 2γ − 2γ at n = 2γ .
where z gs is the total cost per unit time of the optimal gated static policy for that queue. In particular, for P(s) = s α , the optimal cost per unit time for an M/GI/1 queue satisfies
Proof. The optimal cost z * is bounded above by the cost of the gated static policy. For an M/GI/1 queue with P(s) = s α , by (5) this is
Two lower bounds can be obtained as follows. Let · denote the time average operator. In order to maintain stability, the time-average speed must satisfy s ≥ Λ.
1 But z * > P(s) /β ≥ P( s )/β by Jensen's inequality and the convexity of P. Thus, since P is increasing,
For P(s) = s α , the right hand side is Λ α /β = γ α . For small loads, the bound of (19) is quite loose. An additional lower bound comes from considering the minimum cost of processing a single job of size X, with no waiting time or processor sharing. It is optimal to serve the job at a constant rate [44] . Thus
Since the X factors out, and E X [X]λ = Λ, this becomes Remark 1. The lower bound (20) applies to the expected performance of any speed-scaling schedulers, including off-line schedulers, schedulers that do not impose the restriction that speed be a function of n, and schedulers that do not use PS.
Remark 2. Theorem 2 implies z
* ∈ (0, ∞) for P(s) = s α . Since the sequence (u n ) is increasing and u 1 = z * , this implies u n > 0 for all n ≥ 1. Similarly u n is finite for all n, since each term in (12b) is finite by induction. By (13), this implies s n ∈ (0, ∞) for all n ≥ 1.
The form of the bounds on z * are complicated, so it is useful to look at the particular case of α = 2.
Corollary 3. For α = 2, gated static has cost within a factor of 2 of optimal. Specifically,
Proof. For α = 2, G(γ; 2) = γ + 1. Hence (18) gives
which establishes the upper bound. The lower bound follows from substituting α = 2 into (20):
The ratio of z gs to the lower bound on z * has a maximum value of 2 at γ = 2, and hence gated static is within a factor of 2 of the true optimal scheme.
It is perhaps surprising that such an idealized version of dynamic speed scaling provides such a small magnitude of improvement over a simplistic policy such as gated static. In fact, the bound of 2 is very loose when γ is large or small, as shown in Fig. 2 . The bounds on the optimal speed are also very tight, both for large and small γ. Part (a) shows that the lower bound is loosest for intermediate γ, where the weights given to power and response time are comparable. Part (b) shows that the gated static (i.e., the upper bound) has cost very close to the optimum. Specifically, the maximum ratios for typical α are below 1.1. This suggests that there is little to be gained by dynamic scaling in terms of mean cost. However, Section 4 shows that dynamic scaling dramatically improves robustness.
A second interesting observation about Corollary 3 is that the expected response time under these power aware schemes remains bounded as the arrival rate λ grows. Specifically, by (19) ,
This is a marked contrast to the standard M/GI/1 queue.
Upper bounds on the optimal dynamic speeds
We now provide upper bounds on the optimal dynamic speed scaling scheme.
Theorem 4. For all n and α,
for all σ > γ, whence
where O(n −1/α ) denotes terms that tend to zero no slower than n −1/α as n → ∞, and the notation A(n) ≤ B(n)+O( f (n)) means that there exists a function g(n) such that g(n) = O( f (n)) and A(n) ≤ B(n) + g(n).
In particular, for
which is concave in n.
Proof. As explained in [43] , (9) can be rewritten as
Unrolling the dynamic program (28) gives a joint minimization over all s n u n = Λ min
Note that these s i are the optimal speeds, which satisfy s i ∈ (0, ∞) as discussed in Remark 2. As an aside, note that (29) provides an interpretation for u n , as the stationary expected excess cost, above the minimum cost z * , accrued in states with occupancy at least n, divided by the probability that N = n given N ≥ n.
An upper bound can be found by taking any (possibly suboptimal) choice of s n+i for i ≥ 1, and bounding the optimal z * . Taking s i = σβ 1/α > 0 for all i ≥ n gives
Since z * ≥ γ α from (20) , equation (24) follows. With (13) , this establishes (25) . The minimum in (25) cannot be greater than the argument for a given σ > γ.
which establishes (26) . For n = 0, (27) holds since u 0 = 0. Otherwise, it follows from the inequality σ α = n(1 + γn −1/α ) α ≤ n(1 + γ) α and the fact that n −2/α ≤ 1.
Although (26) has only been proven up to O(n −1/α ) terms, numerical evidence suggests that these terms are negative, which would make the first two terms of (26) an upper bound on s n /β 1/α . Theorem 4 has some natural interpretations. It is to be expected that, when the occupancy n is very much larger than average, the speed is approximately the optimal speed for batch processing when there are n in the system, given by (4). It is also not surprising that the offset increases with γ, and decreases in α since the cost of additional speed is more expensive for larger α. It is more noteworthy that the offset tends to a constant, γ/(α − 1).
By specializing to the case when α = 2, we can provide explicit bounds on the O(n −1/α ) terms.
Proof. Factoring the difference of squares in the first term of (24) and canceling with the denominator yields
One term of (31) is increasing in σ, and two are decreasing. Minimizing pairs of these terms gives upper bounds on u n .
A first bound can be obtained by setting σ − γ = √ n, which minimizes the sum of the first two terms, and gives
By (13) , this gives a bound on the optimal speeds of
A second bound comes by minimizing the sum of the second and third terms, when σ − γ = (2γ) 1/3 . This gives
which, upon division by 2γ, gives
The minimum of the right hand sides of (32) and (33) is a bound on s n . The result then follows from the fact that
which follows from taking the square root of the first inequality and rearranging factors.
Lower bounds on the optimal dynamic speeds
Finally, we prove lower bounds on the dynamic speed scaling scheme. We begin by bounding the speed used when there is one job in the system. The following result is an immediate consequence of Corollary 3 and (12a).
Observe that the bounds in (34), like those in Corollary 3, are essentially tight for both large and small γ, but loose for γ near 1, especially the lower bound.
We now state a simple bound on s * n .
Lemma 7. For all n ≥ 1, α ≥ 1 and β > 0,
Proof. Since u n is non-decreasing [20] , we have u n+1 ≥ u 1 = z * by (12a). Thus (12b) becomes
Applying s * n /β 1/α = (u n /(αγ)) 1/(α−1) from (13) gives (35) .
Next, we can derive a tighter, albeit implicit, bound on the optimal speeds.
Proof. Note that u n ≤ u n+1 [20] . Thus by (12b)
By (13), this can be expressed in terms of s * n as
and (37) follows from (18) since z * ≤ z gs .
For α = 2, the above theorem can be expressed more explicitly as follows.
Corollary 9. For α = 2 and any n ≥ 2γ,
Proof. For α = 2, (38) can be solved explicitly, giving u n ≥ 2γ 2 + 4γ 4 + 4γ 2 (n − z * ), since u n ≥ 0. By (13) ,
and substituting z * ≤ 2γ + γ 2 from (21) gives the result.
There are two important observations about the above corollary. First, the corollary only applies when s * ≥ Λ, and hence after the mode of the distribution. However, it also proves that the mode occurs at n ≤ 2γ. Second, the corollary only applies when n ≥ 2γ. In this case, we can simplify the upper bound on s n in (32) and combine it with (39) to obtain:
When this form holds, it is tight for large n and/or large γ. Finally, when n < 2γ, Corollary 9 does not apply and Lemma 7 may be loose. This leaves the other loose bound s * n ≥ s * 1 ≥ √ β max(γ/2, 1), which follow from Corollary 6 and the fact that s * n is increasing in n [20] . The following lemma proves that an improved lower bound can be attained by interpolating linearly between max(γ/2, 1) for n = 1 and γ for n = 2γ.
Lemma 10. The sequence u n is strictly concave increasing. Consequently, s * n is strictly concave increasing for α ≥ 2. Proof. Let P(n) be the proposition u n+1 − u n ≥ u n − u n−1 .
Strict concavity of (u n ) is equivalent to there being no n for which P(n) holds. First, we claim that it is sufficient to show that P(n) implies P(n + 1). To see this, note that if that implication holds, then if there is an i such that u · is not strictly concave at i, then u · would be convex for all n > i. This implies that either u n is constant for all n > i, or there exists a lower bound on u n for n > i of the form u n ≥ k 1 + k 2 n with k 2 > 0. It is impossible to have u n constant for all n > i, since if (12b) holds for some n > i then it would be violated for n + 1. Similarly, having a bound with k 2 > 0 implies u n would eventually violate the upper bound (27) . Thus, if P(u) implies P(u + 1) then the sequence (u n ) must be strictly concave. This establishes the claim. It remains to show that P(n) implies P(n + 1). By (12b), u n+1 − u n = φ(u n ) − φ(u n−1 ) − 1. With this identity, P(n) is equivalent to
This implies u n−1 u n and hence P(n) is equivalent to
Note that P(n) implies that the first factor is positive, since the second factor is positive. Since φ is convex, there is a subgradient g defined at each point. By the definition of the subgradient,
and so the first factor of (43) is increasing in n. Since (42) implies that the second factors of (43) also increases when going from P(n) to P(n + 1), and since the product of two positive increasing functions is increasing, this establishes that P(n) implies P(n + 1). Hence (u n ) is strictly concave. Since it is also non-decreasing [20] , the result about u n follows. Since ψ(·) is concave increasing for α ≥ 2, the result about s * n follows by (13) . Numerical evidence suggests that s * n is also concave for α ∈ (0, 2), although the above proof does not apply. 
Comparing static and dynamic schemes
To this point, we have focused on analytic results. We now use numerical experiments to contrast static and dynamic schemes.
Although Fig. 2 showed that the optimal cost of gated-static and dynamic speed scaling are similar, the actual speeds are quite different. Figure 3 compares the optimal dynamic speeds with the optimal static speeds. Note that the bounds on the dynamic speeds are quite tight, especially when the number of jobs in the system, n, is large. Note also that the optimal rate grows only slowly for n much larger than the typical occupancy. This is important since the range over which DVS is possible is limited [28] .
To interpret these numerical results, it is important to know what ranges of the normalised load γ are realistic. The following reasoning suggests that the range γ ∈ [0.1, 10] is probably typical. If γ 1 then the utilisation of the server becomes very small. Because each server incurs a capital cost, operators are likely to consolidate load onto fewer servers if γ is below around 0.1. Conversely, if γ 1, then the number of jobs waiting will be large. For a constant speed server, this would correspond to the load being almost 1, which is a regime to be avoided if there is any uncertainty about the load. However, for variable-speed servers, it may be reasonable to have a significant queue but still have significant speed in reserve.
In addition to comparing the total cost of the schemes, it is important to contrast the mean response time and mean energy use. Figure 4 shows the breakdown. A reference load of Λ = 3 with delay-aversion β = 1 and power scaling α = 2 was compared against changing Λ for fixed γ, changing β for fixed Λ and changing α. Note Λ = 3 was chosen to maximize the ratio of z gs /z * . The second scenario shows that when γ is held fixed, but the load Λ is reduced and delay-aversion β is reduced commensurately, a very slow speed is chosen and in this model the energy consumption becomes negligible. Cost at load Λ = 10, when speeds are designed for "design Λ", using β = 1, α = 2. Note that the curve "optimal" uses the optimal speeds for the specified design Λ, which are not necessarily optimal for the actual load of Λ = 10.
Robust power-aware design
We have seen both analytically and numerically that (idealized) dynamic speed scaling only marginally reduces the cost compared to the simple gated static. This then raises the question of whether dynamic scaling is worth the complexity. This section illustrates one reason that it is: robustness. Specifically, dynamic schemes provide significantly better performance than static speed designs in the face of mis-estimation of workload (section 4.1) and bursty traffic (section 4.2).
Robustness to uncertain mean load
We focus first on robustness with respect to the load, Λ, within the setting of Poisson arrivals. The optimal speeds are sensitive to Λ, but in reality this parameter must be estimated, and will be time-varying. We will investigate the performance of three speed scaling schemes when Λ is inaccurate.
Gated static speed. It is easy to see the problems mis-estimation of Λ causes for static speed designs. If the load is not known, then the selected speed must be satisfactory for all possible anticipated loads. Consider the case that it is only known that Λ ∈ [Λ,Λ]. Let z(Λ 1 |Λ 2 ) denote the expected cost per unit time if the arrival rate is Λ 1 , but the speed was optimized for Λ 2 . Then, the robust design problem is to select the speed Λ to solve
The optimal design is to provision for the highest foreseen load, i.e., max Λ∈[Λ,Λ] z(Λ|Λ ) = z(Λ|Λ ). However, this is wasteful in the typical case that the load is less thanΛ; the energy cost will be much higher than necessary. Since we cannot design to maximize robustness, let us consider the robustness of the static design of (6) .
The performance of (6) is shown as the dashed line in Fig. 5 . (The other curves will be explained later.) This graph shows the average cost under a load of Λ = 10 of several different speed scaling schemes. Each curve in this graph represents many different designs, each optimized for a different "design Λ". The gated static design has a very high cost if the actual load is slightly above the design load; in fact, for sufficiently small design Λ, the chosen speed s gs is less than the actual load, which results in an unstable queue with infinite delay cost. If the speed scalar is designed for a load that is higher than the actual load, then the selected speed is higher than necessary, resulting in an excessive energy cost. In either case, the cost is very sensitive to the nominal load.
Optimal dynamic speeds. The performance of optimal dynamic speed scaling satisfying (13) is considerably more robust. The speed s n in each state n still depends on the design Λ, and if the design Λ is too small, then each speed s n will be lower than the optimal value. However, this does not cause an unstable queue. Note that, for any design Λ, s n is unbounded for large n; as the queue occupancy rises, the speed rises to match the actual Λ. This improves the performance when the design Λ is far from the actual Λ, as seen in the solid line in Fig 5. Linear scaling. Although dynamic scaling is more robust than static scaling, its performance still depends on the estimate of Λ at design time. The ultimate in robustness would be to have performance independent of this estimate. This can be achieved, with minimal degradation to performance in the lucky case that the load actually is known in advance, by the following scheme which we term "linear". This scheme scales the server speed in proportion to the queue length, i.e., s n /β 1/α = n. Note that under this scaling the queue is equivalent to an M/GI/∞ queue with homogeneous servers. The dotted line in Fig 5 shows that linear scaling provides significantly better robustness than the optimal dynamic scheme; indeed, in the case that the true Λ = 10, if the speeds are optimized for Λ outside the range [7, 14] then the design is worse than that of linear scaling, and even within that range the optimized design is only slightly better. The (significant) price that linear scaling pays is that it requires very high processing speed when the occupancy is high, which may not be supported by the hardware.
We now compare the robustness analytically in the case of α = 2. First, we show that if Λ is known, the cost of the linear scheme, denoted z lin , is exactly the same as the cost of the gated static scheme, and thus within a factor of 2 of optimal (Theorem 11). Then, we show that when the target load differs from the actual load, the linear scheme significantly reduces the cost (Theorem 12). In particular, the linear scaling scheme has cost independent of the difference between the design and actual Λ. In contrast, the cost of gated static grows linearly in this difference, as seen in Fig. 5 .
Proof. If the speed in state n is kn then
and so the total cost is optimized for k = √ β. In this case,
which is identical to the cost for gated static. By Corollary 3, this is within a factor of 2 of z * .
Theorem 12. Consider a system designed for target load Λ that is operating at load Λ = Λ − . When α = 2 and > − √ β,
Proof. The optimal rates for the linear policy are s n = n √ β, independent of Λ . Thus its cost is always (44). The optimal speed for gated static in this case is s n = Λ + √ β for n 0. When operated at actual load Λ, this gives
We can further relate z gs to z lin by
from which (45) follows.
This simplicity of this result is specific to α = 2. It is not clear whether similarly efficient load-independent scaling schemes exist for α 2. However, numerical results suggest that scaling proportional to n 2/α performs well in general, with the optimal constant of proportionality becoming large as α ↓ 1, and approaching 3/4 as α → ∞.
Worst-case analysis: Competitive ratio
Although the linear scheme works well for arbitrary Poisson loads, workloads can be significantly more or less bursty than Poisson. We now consider a more general workload model: finite, arbitrary (maybe adversarial) instances of arriving jobs. That is, in this section the workload is not stochastic. A problem instance consists of J jobs, with the jth job having arrival time (release time) r( j) and size (work) x j . Our objective is again a linear combination of response time and energy usage. Let E(I) be the total energy used to complete instance I, and T j be the response time of job j, the completion time minus the release time. The analog of (3) is to replace the ensemble average by the sample average and consider the cost of the entire finite instance rather than the cost per unit time, giving the cost of an instance I under a given algorithm A as
In this model, we compare the cost of speed scaling algorithms to the cost of the optimal offline algorithm, OPT. In particular, we study the competitive ratio, defined as
where z O (I) is the optimal cost achievable on I. If a scheme has a competitive ratio at most c then it is called ccompetitive.
This concept of robustness is very different from the robustness considered in the previous subsection. Although "linear" scaling is robust against uncertainty in the rate of a Poisson workload, it has a poor competitive ratio. In particular, it incurs a high cost when processing infrequent large batches. Consider batches of N jobs each of size 1, occurring with period √ n, with β = 1 and α = 2. The linear scheme s n = n will finish all jobs after time 1 and incur a cost of z lin (batch) = N + N 2 = Θ(N 2 ) to process each batch. The optimal scheme can be no worse than the scheme s n = √ n, which finishes all jobs after √ N, which is still before the next batch arrives, and incurs a cost of (N + N) √ N = Θ(N 3/2 ) to process each batch. Since the set of instances in (47) includes unboundedly large N, the CR of the linear scheme is infinite. In contrast, we will soon see that there are schemes with finite competitive ratios.
Background and notation
The analysis in this section, foreshadowed in [2] , is the first worst-case analysis of speed scaling under processor sharing with unbounded speeds, for any objective. Like the analysis for speed-bounded processors in [13] , it uses tools developed in Bansal et al. [5] , which in turn builds on the earlier work [12] , for the analysis of a different scheduling algorithm. The aim of [5, 12] was to find a non-clairvoyant schedule (i.e., one which does not know the size of a job until it finishes) with good scaling in the limit of large α. They showed that a competitive ratio of O(α 3 ) is achieved by a limited form of PS, called Latest Arrivals Processor Sharing (LAPS), which shares the processor among a fixed fraction of the active flows, dependent on α. Their analysis can also be used to derive a scaling for pure PS which has worse asymptotic performance for large α (namely O(2 α )), but has better performance for typical values of α in the range 2 to 3.
Consider a PS scheduler running at speed s A (t) = k(n A (t)) 1/α at time t when there are n A (t) jobs in the system, for some k > 0. Let the amount of unfinished work in job j be q A ( j, t). This will be compared with an optimal adversary, denoted OPT, with speed, occupancy and unfinished work s O (t), n O (t) and q O ( j, t). The argument t is omitted when there is no risk of confusion.
Main lemma
The results of this section are proven using the following important lemma.
Lemma 13. Let H > 0, η ≥ 1, and A be the discipline (PS, s n ) with
Proof. The proof uses a technique termed amortized local competitive analysis [19, 37] , which works as follows.
To show that an algorithm A is c-competitive with an optimal algorithm OPT for a performance metric z = z(t)dt it is sufficient to find a potential function Φ : R → R such that, for any instance of the problem:
1. Boundary condition: Φ = 0 before the first job is released, and Φ ≥ 0 after the last job is finished; 2. Jump condition: At any point where Φ is not differentiable, it does not increase; 3. Running condition: When Φ is differentiable,
where z A (t) and z O (t) are the cost z(t) under A and OPT respectively.
Given these conditions, the competitiveness follows from integrating (48), which gives
To prove the result, let H > 0, η ≥ 1, and Γ = (1 + η)(2α − 1)(H/β) 1/α and define the potential function
where q π ( j; t) is the remaining work on job j at time t under scheme π, and
i=1 is an ordering of the jobs in increasing order of release time: r( j 1 ) ≤ r( j 2 ) ≤ · · · ≤ r( j n A (t) ). Note that this is a scaling of the potential function that was used in [12] to analyze LAPS. Hence, the proof that the boundary and jump conditions are satisfied is the same as than in [12] . All that remains is the running condition, which follows from the technical Lemma 14 below.
The following lemma used in the proof of Lemma 13 is provided in Appendix C. Lemma 14. Let Φ be given by (49) and A be the discipline (PS, s n ) with s n ∈ [(nβ/H) 1/α , (nβη) 1/α ]. Then under A, at points where Φ is differentiable,
where c = (1 + η) max((2α − 1), H(2 − 1/α) α ). offline PS offline optimal (SRPT) Figure 6 : Costs of the scheme (PS, s * n ) designed for γ = 5, PS with the best offline speeds, and the optimal offline speed scaler (SRPT with the best offline speeds). In each case, α = 2.
4.2.3. Worst-case bounds on stochastic optimal design Section 4.1 described a means to improve robustness to uncertainty in the mean load, provided that arrivals are Poisson. However, we now show that the stochastically optimal speeds given in (13) actually yield a system which is very robust to non-Poisson arrivals.
Let s * n denote the stochastically optimal speed, given by (13) . The following is a consequence of Lemma 13 and Theorem 8. (26) implies that s * n = O(n 1/α ) for any fixed Λ and β, and s * n is bounded for finite n. Hence the speeds s * n are of the form given in Lemma 13 for some finite η ≥ 1 and H > 0 (which may depend on the constant Λ), from which it follows that A is constant competitive, for fixed α, β and (design parameter) Λ.
Note that the above corollary is distinctive in that it provides worst-case guarantees for a stochastic control policy. Some insight into the performance of (PS,s * n ) on non-Poisson arrivals can be obtained by considering its response to bursty loads. Consider a load consisting of batches of simultaneous arrivals of unit size, spaced far enough apart that the optimal speed scaler finishes one batch before the next arrives. Figure 6 compares the costs for (i) the dynamic programming solution (PS,s * n ) designed for a Poisson load with γ = 5, (ii) the optimal speed scaler for this bursty workload constrained to use PS, and (iii) the unconstrained optimal speed scaler, which uses SRPT. For small batches, the constraint of using PS is small and so the penalty for using suboptimal speeds is a significant fraction of the suboptimality. However, for very bursty workloads, the penalty for using the speeds designed for Poisson traffic is small compared with the penalty for being constrained to use PS.
Although the stochastic optimal speeds s * for PS are O(1)-competitive, the cost may be many times higher than optimal. Other speed scalings can give tighter bounds, at the expense of suboptimality in the case of Poisson arrivals with known rate.
When shortest remaining processing time (SRPT) scheduling is used, good performance is often obtained by the scaling s n = P −1 (βn), where P −1 (·) denotes the inverse of P. This sets the cost of energy use P(s n )/β to balance the holding cost n exactly. It was shown in [34] that the optimal speed at which to run a job is proportional to the number of jobs delayed by that job, which prompted the use of s n = P −1 (βn) in [1] . This scaling was shown in [2] to give the best possible competitive ratio for the objective (46) . This can be viewed as a theoretical justification for the useful heuristic of making devices "power proportional" [9] . When not all jobs have equal weight and P(s) = s α , O(1)-competitiveness is achieved by the related scaling s = P −1 (w), where w is the sum of the job weights times the fraction of unfinished work on each [8] .
In the present context of PS, s n = P −1 (βn) also performs well in the worst case. It sets η = H = 1 in Lemma 13, which gives Theorem 16. If P(s) = s α then (PS, P −1 (βn)) is c-competitive, where c = 2 max(2α − 1, (2 − 1/α) α ).
In particular, (PS, P −1 (βn)) is (4α − 2)-competitive for α in the typical range of (1, 3] . Note that Theorem 16 is tighter than the O(α3 α ) result of [13] , although the latter result is for the more challenging case of serving weighted jobs on bounded speed servers.
It was shown in [12] that it is impossible for any speed scaler using non-clairvoyant scheduler, such as PS, to have a competitive ratio which remains bounded for large α. In particular, the competitive ratio is Ω(α 1/3 − ) for all > 0. The LAPS scheduler [12] achieves good scaling in α, being O([α/ log(α)]
2 )-competitive [5] . To achieve this scaling, LAPS adapts its scheduling discipline to α. In particular, instead of sharing the processor among all active jobs as PS does, it shares the processor equally among a fixed fraction of jobs. This fraction depends only on α, subject to rounding to an integer. As a result, not only the speeds but also the choice of which jobs to serve depends on the system's estimate of α.
The O(2 α ) result in Theorem 16 is very much weaker than these for large α. However, in practical cases where power is well approximated by s α , the value of α is typically small. For CMOS processors, Dennard's law [17] limits α to at most about 3 and, as indicated in Section 2, it is typically much less than this in real processors. For that reason, we can often consider α to be fixed.
For fixed α, Theorem 16 shows that (PS, P −1 (βn)) is O(1)-competitive in the number of jobs, as LAPS is. Moreover, for practical values such as α = 3, Theorem 16 shows that PS with β = 1 has a competitive ratio of slightly below 10, compared with the best known bound of 231 for LAPS [5] . For α = 2, PS has a competitive ratio of at most 2 max(3, 9/4) = 6.
Note also that the PS scheduler itself does not depend on either the power function P or the choice of speeds. This is in contrast to schedulers such as LAPS, in which the selection of which job to run depends on α. This decoupling shows again how robustness can be increased with a slight reduction in performance in some cases.
The asymptotic form for large α may provide insight into likely performance in cases where P is not polynomial but grows very rapidly, such as the exponential power required for transmission over a noise-limited communication channel [32] , or the 1/(1 − s) power required for transmission over an interference-limited channel. In this case, LAPS [12] outperforms PS, but a designer may be required to choose PS for reasons such as its fairness [2] , and so its optimal performance is of interest.
Although (PS , P −1 (βn)) performs well, the bound can be tightened further. The value of η = 1/H which minimizes the bound in Lemma 13 is η = (2 − 1/α) α−1 /α. This gives
For large α, the speed
. This can be compared with the resource augmentation result that PS is (2 + )-speed O(1 + 1/ )-competitive for fixed-speed servers [19] . The similarity is that, with or without speed scaling, it seems appropriate to run PS around twice as fast as SRPT. A possible explanation for the similarity in the form of the results is as follows. As α becomes large, the power penalty approaches a barrier function, with no penalty for speeds less than s = 1 and infinite penalty for larger speed, which corresponds to a fixed-speed server.
Small α ∈ (1, 3) gives the paradoxical result that η < 1 in Theorem 17. In particular, for α = 2 (which gives η = 3/4) this implies that the tightest bound is for speeds slower than the batch speeds given by (35) . This is clearly an artifact of the proof technique, which gives hope of finding a tighter competitive ratio for these cases.
Numerical comparisons
To quantify the trade-off between robustness and performance, let us consider the competitive ratio penalty incurred by using the stochastic-optimal speeds s * n and the penalty in expected cost under Poisson arrivals for using P −1 (βn). The foregoing analytic results focus on α = 2, but since the asymptotic form of s * n for α = 2 is very similar Competitive ratios vs normalized load γ for α = 3: Bounds for (PS,s * n ) obtained by using (15) in Lemma 13; bounds for (PS,s * n ) with η and H calculated from s * n obtained by solving the dynamic program (DP) numerically; bounds for (PS,P −1 (βn)).
to P −1 (βn), the penalties may be unrepresentatively low in that case. Hence we consider α = 3, and perform the comparisons numerically. Figure 7 compares the bounds obtained from Lemma 13 for the competitive ratio for (PS, P −1 (βn)), for the stochastic optimal scheme (PS, s * n ) and for analytic bounds on s n derived in Section 3.4. When the speeds are optimized for small loads, the bounds are very similar. As γ increases, the bound from Lemma 13 becomes very large. Since the bounds become increasingly loose as γ increases, it is not possible from this to see how quickly the true competitive ratio of the optimal scheme degrades. The bounds based on Section 3.4 are significantly much looser, even for small γ when the bounds on the actual s * n are comparatively tight. Figure 8 considers the complementary performance measure: expected performance under Poisson arrivals. The penalty for using the robust speeds P −1 (βn) approaches 2 as the load γ increases. This can be understood as follows. Both schemes must run on average fast enough to maintain the speed E[s N ]/β 1/α > γ. The stochastically optimal scheme can select the per-state speeds to achieve this with negligible total queueing, while the robust scheme's queueing cost is always equal to its energy cost. For low loads, the robust scheme again incurs a small penalty, since it processes a single job at speed (βn) 1/α , whereas the optimal scheme runs only slightly faster than the speed (βn/(α − 1)) 1/α which is optimal when the current job finishes before the next arrives. Note that the performance ratio for γ = 10, which we argued is a realistic value, is close to the worst case value of 2.
Concluding remarks
Speed scaling is an important method for reducing energy consumption in computer systems. Intrinsically, it trades off the mean response time and the mean energy consumption, and this paper provides insight into this tradeoff by comparing stochastic and worst-case analyses for processor sharing systems.
Specifically, in the M/GI/1 PS model, both bounds and asymptotics for the optimal speed scaling scheme are provided. These bounds are tight for small and large γ (except for the lower bound on s * n with general α) and provide a number of insights, e.g., that the mean response time is bounded as the load grows under the optimal dynamic speed scaling and that for α = 2 the optimal dynamic speeds in the stochastic model match (for large n) dynamic speed scalings that have good worst-case performance.
Surprisingly, the bounds also illustrate that a simple scheme which gates the clock when the system is idle and uses a static rate otherwise provides mean performance for a Poisson workload within a factor of 2 of the optimal dynamic speed scaling. However, the value of dynamic speed scaling is also illustrated -dynamic speed scaling schemes provide significantly improved robustness to bursty traffic and mis-estimation of workload parameters. The dynamic scheme that optimizes the mean cost is no longer optimal when robustness is considered. With a Poisson workload, a scheme that scales speeds linearly with n provides significantly improved robustness while increasing cost only slightly, while for arbitrary workloads, a tighter competitive ratio can be achieved by a scheme that sets speeds independently of the expected load.
There are a number of related directions in which to extend this work. For example, numerical results suggest that, for α ≤ 2, significantly tighter lower bounds on the stochastic speeds can be obtained by linearizing the speeds around the low load case, γ → 0. More importantly, we have only considered dynamic power consumption, which can be modeled as a polynomial of the speed. However, the contribution of leakage power in CMOS chips is growing and an important extension is to develop models of total power use that can be used for analysis. It will also be interesting to extend the analysis to more detailed models of schedulers used in current operating systems, such as multi-level feedback schedulers [15] .
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Proof of Lemma 14. First note that if n A = 0 then the left hand side of (50) is 0, and the inequality holds. Henceforth, consider the case n A ≥ 1. The rate of change of Φ caused by running OPT is at most Γ(n A ) 1−1/α s O , which occurs when all of the speed is allocated to the job with the largest weight in (49).
Let l ≥ 0 be the number of zero terms in the sum (49), corresponding to jobs on which PS is leading OPT. The sum in (49) contains n A − l non-zero terms, each decreasing due to PS at some rate i 1−1/α dq A /dt = i 1−1/α s A /n A . The sum is minimized (in magnitude) if these are terms i = 1, . . . , n A − l. Thus, the change in Φ due to PS is at least as negative as −Γ since Γ = (1 + η)(2α − 1)(H/β) 1/α . To find a sufficient condition on c, we take the minimum of the right hand side with respect to s O , l and n A . Following [5] , note that the minimum of the first two terms with respect to s O occurs for s O = ( where the equality uses Γ = (1 + η)(2α − 1)(H/β) 1/α .
